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SKU Designation French Law Shots Weight (g) Airsoft Type MSRP

PG3800
Airsoft replica GBB PTS Zev
OZ9 Black - Standard version 

Vente libre 24  914  Gas  330.00 € incl. tax

The PTS ZEV Technologies OZ9 Elite GBB pistol is the blowback gas airsoft pistol that faithfully
reproduces the appearance and many innovative features of the Zev Technologies OZ9 pistol.
Introducing the PTS ZEV OZ9 Standard, a remarkable airsoft gun that combines reliability and performance
with a range of unique features. Designed as an alternative to the Ultra version, the Standard model offers
distinct advantages to enhance your airsoft experience. The first notable difference is the material and
production method. The Standard version uses sturdy die-cast aluminum alloy construction, ensuring
durability without compromising performance. This choice of material provides a solid foundation for the
gun, allowing it to withstand the rigors of intense play.

 

In response to the growing demand for customization options, the PTS ZEV OZ9 Standard outer barrel
features an 11mm CW thread, using the 11mm CW to 14mm CCW thread adapter (included), making it
compatible with a dummy suppressor and a tracer. This allows you to easily add versatility and an extra
touch of realism to your airsoft sessions.

Like the real OZ9, the modular chassis includes the entire firing mechanism and is easily removable from the
polymer frame for easy maintenance or modification with a single takedown pin.

To improve user comfort and adaptability, the standard version features an adjustable trigger system. With
the ability to choose between long or short travel, you can adjust trigger pressure to suit your shooting style
and preferences. This customization option ensures optimal control and responsiveness, improving your
overall performance in the field.

Internally, the PTS ZEV OZ9 Standard incorporates several improvements aimed at increasing reliability and
power. The piston base has undergone a complete redesign, incorporating state-of-the-art engineering to
minimize the occurrence of BB blockages. The nozzle itself has been significantly enlarged and optimized to
provide a smoother trajectory for the pellets, further reducing the chance of disruption during firing. To
complement these improvements, a hard and durable nozzle spring has been integrated, ensuring a smooth
and consistent pellet feed, shot after shot. These improvements contribute to a more reliable and
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uninterrupted shooting experience.

Although the standard version offers these unique features, it has many similarities with its ultra counterpart.
You can always count on a comfortable grip, ergonomic design and exceptional build quality. Compatibility
with various ZEV and TM parts is maintained, opening up a world of customization possibilities based on
your preferences.

Whether you're an airsoft enthusiast or a recreational player looking for a reliable handgun, the PTS ZEV
OZ9 Standard delivers on all fronts. With its durable construction, use of suppressors and tracers, adjustable
trigger, pre-installed PTS Enhanced Pistol Shockplate G-Series, and upgraded internal components, this
pistol is a reliable companion for your airsoft adventures.

 

Features :

Trademarks licensed to ZEV Technologies.
Die-cast aluminum alloy slide for a balance of durability and performance.
The outer barrel of the PTS ZEV OZ9 has an 11mm (CW) thread. Includes thread adapter (11mm CW
to 14mm CCW) and thread protector. This allows it to work with mock suppressors and tracers.
Modular chassis with integrated accessory rail for lamps and lasers.
Adjustable trigger for long or short stroke at user's choice.
Redesigned piston base and enlarged nozzle for better ball feeding and reduced jams.
A hard and durable nozzle spring has been integrated for smooth and reliable cycling.
Polymer handle with integrated magwell and optimized grip angle for natural aiming.
Reversible magazine release button for left or right handed shooters.
Ergonomic trigger for improved engagement and control.
Modular chassis system easily removable from the polymer frame for maintenance or modification
with a single removal pin.
Extended chassis rails to increase the contact surface between the chassis and the slide, ensuring
reliable operation.
ZEV combat sights with a wide U-shaped rear sight in black steel and a glossy fiber optic front sight.
Removable RMR mounting plate on the slide for installing an optional red dot sight.
6.03mm and 97mm inner barrel combined with 70 degree purple rubber for exceptional accuracy and
range.
PTS Side Arm (SAM) Magazine - GS included, pre-installed with the new PTS Enhanced Pistol
Shockplate design to attenuate shock and impact, providing increased durability.

 

Specifications:

Black color
Material: Cast aluminum alloy (slide), reinforced polymer, hard PC
Reinforced polymer, hard PC
Finish: black plated
Outer barrel length: 110mm (approximately)
Inner barrel length: 97mm (approx.)
Weight: approximately 830g (without packaging) / approximately 1.2 kg (with packaging)
Dimensions: 320x185x55mm (packaging)
Initial velocity: Less than 1 Joule (134a) @ 0.2g BB (25?)
Mag Compatibility: Tokyo Marui
Magazine capacity: 25 rounds
Hop-Up: Adjustable
Hop-Up Rubber: purple - 70 degrees
Seal: T8 type G-series Gas Route Seal Bucking 60 degree (black rubber)
Blowback: Yes
Firing mode: Semi/Safe
Power Source: Top Gas

 



Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


